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ocial Media has been around a lot longer than the Internet, it just 

wasn’t referred to in those terms. There were “Party Lines” where 

many people would dial into a number and have a group conversation, 

and in the 70’s there was a technological system where one person could send a

message to many and then engage in conversation with others, know as the 

Citizens Band Radio or CB Radio. 

Think about it, it was technology that allowed you to make statements to many 

and engage in conversations as well. I can hear it now, 

“Breaker 1 – 9, heading down Route One on my way 

to the Patriots game – who wants to meet 

up for a tailgate, over.” “This is Pistachio 

(great CB name, and actually the current Twitter 

handle for the co-author of the book, Twitter for Dummies, Laura Fitton), I’ll 

swing by and say hello, over.” Sounds a lot like what happens on Twitter, 

Sundays in the fall. You could even change channels to have conversations with 

different folks or with another individual. Social Media has been around for a 

long time; it’s only the technology that has been changing and evolving.

Social media is all about building relationships through technology. It’s just that 

currently, the new and evolving technologies allow it to be very effective and 

efficient in business and marketing applications. The very nature of sports makes 

it a perfect fit with the principles of social media. Hence, the need for The 

Guidelines to Social Media in Sports.



“So Lou, what gives you the qualifications to write The Guidelines to Social Media in 

Sports?” Very fair question, and here are my thoughts. The skill set I have acquired 

over the years, along with variations of my career, have culminated perfectly to provide 

my full understanding of the significance of social media in sports. During the first 

decade of my career, I worked in television and radio; over the next decade, I was 

responsible for the marketing of an NFL franchise, and through it all, my philosophical 

approach was to perform as a Relationship Architect at the highest level. So it has come 

to no surprise, to others or myself, that I have taken to social media and embraced the 

essence of what it is all about.

I feel that my 25 years of media, sports and relationship building has led to a great grasp 

of social media as it exists today. Whether you are in it for fun, or in it to do business, 

there are clear ways to make sure you are utilizing it properly and maximizing your 

efforts. No matter what you are trying to accomplish in social media, the one theme that 

you should always keep top of your mind is: DON'T SELL - BUILD!



When it comes to sports, specifically teams and leagues, folks are so accustomed to 

talking at their fans and consumers rather than engaging with them, that I would hate 

for the purpose and power of social media to elude anyone. So, in the spirit of 

transparency and sharing, here are my views and the guidelines for the sports 

industry to engage in social media. To make it stick and bring it to life, let's Pass, 

Punt and Play our way with the Five P's of Social Media in Sports.



Teams and leagues should provide news and information to fans and consumers to 

keep them up to date and "in the know" with all aspects surrounding the team. 

Without giving away the game plan, there should be a transparency to help build 

trust. Give advice on features regarding game day to make life easier for fans; 

provide tips on tailgating, and share other pertinent team or league-centric tidbits to 

make fans, followers and friends comfortable with their interaction and involvement.

Teams and leagues should find ways to inform their fans, both in short form and long 

form, written, audio and video. The content should provide a full sense of 

understanding about the team, its athletes and its executives. Their website should be 

central-command while the varying social media channels act as contact points for 

the fans. There should be a strategic and thoughtful plan on what information should 

be shared appropriately on a particular outlet, and breaking news should be included 

within that plan and distributed evenly. Traditional media outlets and the press should 

not be the only place where breaking news occurs.



Consistently invest time in your fans and consumers. Be engaging to build fan avidity. 

Do not hesitate to answer questions and have regular chats with your fans. Utilize 

hashtags to further connect and understand the thoughts and feelings of your fans. If you 

invest with time and effort, your organization will reap the long-term benefits. This 

should not be just a function of a low-level representative of the organization. 

Executives, players, coaches and owners should participate in social media engagement. 

YES, ownership as well.

Ownerships and executives must participate in social media on a regular basis to fully 

realize the potential and power of engaging with their fans. The executive team cannot sit 

in their ivory tower and look down at the group that pays the bills – their fans. Mark 

Cuban (@MCuban), the Dallas Mavericks owner, does a great job at utilizing social 

media to engage with fans, endearing 

himself and the team with the fans, 

as well as gauging the perception of 

how his fans view the team. Mark 

also blogs regularly, providing 

information (guideline #1) and his perspective on his team, the NBA, and the business of 

sports. (Mark’s blog can be found at blogmaverick.com)



The reality is that you want fans to purchase tickets and merchandise and spend their 

discretionary dollars with you. Your fans are not stupid; they know this. That fact 

doesn't bother them. What makes anyone crazy is when you attempt to constantly 

spam and sell them - so don't. Instead, do things that will help fans and encourage 

them to make purchases from your organization. Help them navigate through the 

process and give them buying tips. If a game is sold out, hold their hands and give 

direction on alternative ways to buy and sell tickets. Point fans in the right direction to 

buy merchandise they are looking for, even if it is not in the team store. Don't spam 

your fans and consumers with offer after offer. It's a turn off and it erodes trust. Lead 

them to the purchase, do not shove it down their throats (they'll just spit it back at 

you).

Social Media can be a very effective sales tool and viewing it that way is not the 

problem. Make sure you have an organization-wide plan that is synergistically 

executed to make certain that your separate departments are not bombarding fans with 

offers and purchase opportunities. Because sending messages to your friends, 

followers and connections is “free”, it opens up a huge potential for abuse and over-

selling. Don’t fall into the trap. All purchase information should be centrally located 

and thoughtfully disseminated, while being supported by the appropriate social media 

outlets of other departments and areas of the organization. This should follow similar 

protocols that an organization has in place when it communicates with its database 

(hopefully every organization has one, if not, write one now).



No, I'm not telling you to inundate fans with contests and offers. In fact, you have to 

make sure you do not over promote; that is a tune out. However, you definitely need to 

create unique contests that can only be accessed through Facebook, Twitter, Four 

Square, etc. Create unique events, promotions and contests such as the Carolina 

Panthers have done with "Panthers Purrsuit". The Panthers organization created an 

Amazing Race-like quest to visit local businesses and nonprofits, discover new places, 

and connect with other Panthers fans in a one-day social media challenge. Another 

example is the promotion the Patriots have done in a social media scavenger hunt where 

fans can help find Vince Wilfork's Super Bowl ring through Scvngr and mobile gaming. 

The point is, don't just advertise team and league promotions - integrate and create 

social media-centric promotions. Promotions and events are great ways to build 

relationships with your fans, friends and followers. The viral nature of social media will 

support your efforts and the excitement around a social media-centric promotion, if you 

create them with the principals of social media in mind.



To fully feel the impact and power of social media, give your friends, fans and 

followers special access through social media outlets. Give them unique reasons to 

pay attention to your team on Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, Four Square, Gowalla or 

what ever their preferred method of engagement. Give them that special feeling 

everyone wants to receive, and make them want more. In addition to providing 

exclusive opportunities to your social media following, an organization should 

encourage and reward folks the more they participate and engage in social media 

interaction with the team or league. Create a system that encourages folks to 

promote your Facebook page, Tweets or times they check in at your stadium or at 

sponsor locations with Four Square.

You want to develop a program that provides preference to folks the more they 

engage with your team. Your followers, fans and friends are influencers and they 

pack the power to promote your organization, offers, merchandise and tickets, and 

you definitely want to harness that power.



s a team or a league, if you follow these guidelines and stay true to the spirit 

of social media, fans will become consumers, friends will influence others 

to buy into your organization, and followers will stay true regardless of 

wins and losses. The key for your organization is to build relationships and have 

your team or league become interwoven into the fabric of your fans’ lifestyles. If 

you do not take these guidelines in consideration, the consequences could impact 

you in a very negative way and erode your bottom line.

All teams, leagues, athletes, agents and anyone in the sports business should create 

a social media strategy that coexists with and fuels all other aspects and initiatives 

of your entity or organization. I understand you may not be equipped to construct 

this plan with the resources you currently have within your organization. In that 

circumstance, you should strongly consider hiring a company like TrinityOne 

Sports to design a social media strategy for your organization and to direct your 

initiatives to ensure you are engaging in the most optimal ways to achieve 

maximum results for you social media engagement.

Always remember, if you don't abuse the power of social media in sports, it will be 

very rewarding to your organization on multiple levels.      

http://www.trinity1.com/
http://www.trinity1.com/
http://www.trinity1.com/


Lou Imbriano is President and Chief Executive Officer of TrinityOne Inc. With a 

specialty in sports, TrinityOne is a unique marketing agency that takes a non-

traditional approach to extending the brand of a company and organization. 

Imbriano consults with sports teams, venues and corporations all around the 

globe on marketing and operational strategy, as well as new business 

development and social media strategy. 

Lou is a professor of sports marketing at his alma matter, Boston College. He is 

frequently featured in the Sports Business Journal. He blogs for TrinityOne, as 

well as for his own blog, Relationship Architecture:  The Blueprint to Building 

Remarkable Business Relationships. 
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